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3 DREAM HOTELS 
WITH CUTTING 
EDGE PLANTS 



FLOW RATE 100 Nm3/h

INLET PRESSURE 0,5/5 barg

OUTLET PRESSURE 20 mbar

3 DREAM HOTELS 
WITH CUTTING EDGE PLANTS

We want to tell you about the work we carried out
for 3 specific customers, 3 hotels set in beautiful locations
in the heart of the Dolomites.

Hotel Sassongher
For the Hotel Sassongher, in Corvara in Alta Badia, we projected and
manufactured the structure and the appliances of the natural gas reduction
and measurement plant for supplying the main boiler of the hotel. We used
a Dival 512 pressure reducer with locking valve and a G65 DN50 PN16 rotary
piston flow meter with a volume corrector (supplied by the customer). We also
fitted 2 further pipe attachments for diaphragm meters fitted by the customer.

A splendid view of the Hotel Sassongher, in
Corvara in Alta Badia, in the province of Bolzano,
where we installed a natural gas reduction and
measurement plant.



FLOW RATE 55 Nm3/h

INLET PRESSURE 0,5 barg

OUTLET PRESSURE 25 mbar

Hotel Das Dorner
We also provided the Hotel Das Dorner in Lagundo, province of Bolzano,
with a natural gas reduction and measurement plant for supplying the main
boiler. We used a Dival 507 pressure reducer with locking valve and a G40 DN80
PN16 diaphragm meter with a volume corrector (supplied by the customer).
In this case we manufactured a custom-made stainless steel cubicle for housing
the pant, that was installed in the hotel garden. We manufactured it respecting
the UNI 8827-1 standards. It measures 1,800 mm in width by 900 in depth and
1,700 in height.

The Hotel Das Dorner in Lagundo has a custom
made stainless steel housing cubicle in its
garden.



FLOW RATE 20 Nm3/h

INLET PRESSURE 3/5 barg

OUTLET PRESSURE 300 mbar

The Lodge Hotel
And finally, The Lodge Hotel - Golfclub Eppan
in Riva di Sotto, still in the province of Bolzano,
where we installed the natural gas reduction
and measurement plant for supplying the
restaurant kitchens. We installed two model
R72 pressure reducers with locking valve
and a G10 2” diaphragm meter with a volume
corrector (supplied by the customer).

SÜDTIROLGAS SpA SpA chose our plant for supplying
the kitchens of the final user The Lodge Hotel - Golfclub
Eppan in Appiano on the Wine Road.



OUR PLANTS IN THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
LOCATIONS IN ITALY, AMONG THESE THE
DOLOMITES, UNESCO WORLD HERITAGE 

Shared values and a relationship based on mutual trust:
the collaboration with SÜDTIROLGAS SpA at the service
of the final user.

Our collaboration with SÜDTIROLGAS SpA, the most important natural gas
distribution company in Alto Adige, has been lasting for many years. With them
we share a market approach based on respect, transparency and care for the
environment.
Since 2002 SÜDTIROLGAS SpA has been providing the citizens of South Tyrol
with one of the most efficient and environmentally compatible fuels both for
heating and industrial, craftsmanship and commercial activities. And it really does
it: today it serves 62 municipalities through a network over 1540 kilometres long,
reaching 37,000 final users, managing on the territory 8 first stage stations, 143
second stage GRF final reduction units, 110 second stage GRM reduction and
measurement units, most of which are remote-controlled.
These also include ours, in some of the most beautiful places in the world: the
Dolomites, Unesco World Heritage site.

A collaboration that began in 2012 and that has strengthened
in time.
 
Years ago SÜDTIROLGAS SpA, contacted us because we are able to offer
complete solutions for the preheating, filtering, reduction, measurement and
control of natural gas, even custom-made. We are specialised in manufacturing
household and industrial plants, made entirely in Italy, respecting the standards in
force, including UNI CIG 10619 and the 2014/68/UE PED European Directive for
equipment under pressure.
It's the possibility to obtain custom-made solutions working together so as to
meet the requirements of final users that convinced them.
When we speak about custom-made, we of Pegoraro Gas Technologies really
intend it as manufacturing each individual item made to measure according
to the project to be implemented. For instance, for SÜDTIROLGAS SpA it
was fundamental to offer its customers, who are mostly German speakers,
all instruction manuals not only in Italian, but also in German and in the main
European languages. Even delivery timings are fundamental, which are extremely
flexible. The result? In the last 2 years SÜDTIROLGAS SpA has entrusted us with
manufacturing plants for at least 15 hotels in Alto Adige.
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